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S u m m a r y . This paper treats a modification of the normal robust control 31, problem, where rational weightings including jw-axis poles are permitted. Such weightings are needed if, for example, the closed-loop system is to reject
constant disturbances, and yet they cannot be handled by the conventional theory. Necessary and sufficient conditions
for a solution to exist are obtained which guarantee closed-loop stability of the physical system and controller as weU u
achieving a gain constraint, and the set of all feasible controllers is characterized. The broad structure of the computational approach is also indicated and illustrated by example.

INTRODUCTION
In 7.1, designs, it is common to introduce weighting func1

tions into the design procedure which do not correspond
to parts of the physical system under control, but which
cause the interconnection of the controller and (physical)
system under control to have certain desired properties.
Figure 1 depicts such weighting functions (in general,
transfer function matrices), corresponding to the blocks
W,(s) and W,(s) connectedto the physical system Po;of
course, the aim is to obtain a controller K(s) connecting y
back to u through the controller, with a stabilizing property, and meeting a bound on the gain from w to z. Since
the days when classical control system design started to
rest on scientific foundations, it has been recognized that
an important goal of control design, viz, rejection of a
constant disturbance, requires (at least for a simple SISO
case) a pole a t the origin in a plant or controller or both.
,',
possiThe same design goal remains valid in an H
',
bly multivariable, context. In pursuit of the goal by H
methods, it is logical to contemplate a weight W,(s) or
W,(s) which has a pole at the origin. This requires significant modifications of the standard 31, theory, and this
is the subject of the paper. For generality, we shall in fact
consider the structure where input and output weighting
functions can have jw-axis poles, corresponding to problems where sinusoidal disturbance rejection is sought.
Other works dealing with this sort of problem are as follows. A boundary constraint approach, proposed by Sugie
', controller havet al.[l], also allows us to design an H
ing a prescribed jw-axis pole. Hozumi et a1.[2] reported
another version of the approach using linear matrix inequaiities. However, the approach cannot cope with the
case where a controller is required to have two or mare
jw-axis poles, while our design method is applicable to
such a case. Zhang et al. [3] first proposed use of an un'The author wishes to acknowledge the funding of the sctivities of the Cooperative b e a r c h Centre fox Robust and Adaptive
Systems by the Ausrrdian Commonwealth Government under the
Cooperative Research Centres Program.

stable weighting function in an 31, control design with
the intention of obtaining an 31, controller having deskable unstable poles to achieve robust, perfect asymptotic
trading. Their method is, however, limited to a mixed
sensitivity problem alone. An attempt to remove the limitation was made by Liu and Mita 141, who introduced
the concept of a quasi-stabilizing solution to an algebraic
Riccati equation.
For lack of space, all the results of this paper will be
presented without the proofs; the interested reader may
refer to [5] for them.
For a real function matrix G(s), G"(s) is defined to be
@(-s). The symbol R
' 71, stands for the family of real
rational function matrices that are proper and stable (i.e.
all poles lie in IR s < 0). For G E RE,, the 31,-norm of
G, denoted by 11 G Itm, is defined to be max, b(G(jw)).
By G E LW, we mean that G is an R'H, matrix with
norm strictly less than one. Let G(s) be a proper raticnal function matrix with a realization (A,B, C, D), viz
G(s) = D + C ( s I - A)-'B. We then use the following
convention:

I&[

G(s) =

A B

or

= (A. B;C,D).

The Laplace variable s will sometimes be suppressed. For
matrices M and N of appropriate size, the lower linear
fractional transformation (LFT) is defined to be

where M is partitioned as
2

[r:z:].

PROBLEM FORMULATION

We work with the augmented plant

The matrix A arises by combining together the dynamics
of the physical (unaugmented) plant, the input weighting
W,(s), and the output weighting W,(s), see Fig. 1. The
input weighting

is assumed to have no poles in %(s) > 0, to be described
by a minimal realization, and it may have one or more
jw-axis poles. If so, there exists a full column rank matrix
T, for which

and A, h i ~ sall eigendues on the jw-axis; there are no
other jw-&
eigenvalues of A, on the imaginary axis
apart from those captured by A.,
Similarly, there is a
minimd realization of the output weighting

Fig. 2), the physical closed-loop system can be itable even
if Ww(s) and W=(S)have jw-axis poles. We s s h d say
Definition 1. The closed-loop system iG. A-!is essen.
tially stable if the interconnection of the pi~?sicalplant
Po(s) and controller K(s) is internally stable. or equiva.
lently, if the oniy non-internally stable modes of ( G , K )
are those associated with the input weighting svw(s) ( v k
A,,) or the output rn-ghting W=(s) (via A,;:.
Problem 2 (Main Problem). For the scheme of
Figure I, where one or both of W,(s) and Iv:(s) pos
sesses one or more jw-axis poles (all other poles being
stable), find necessary and suEdent conditions for the existence of an essentially stabilizing conrroller K ( s ) su&
that G,, := f i ( G , K ) E B31, (i.e. G,,(s) is stable
(after cancellation) and 11 G,, ,1 < I). Assumng sue6
K(s) eists, characterize them.

3 VARIATION TO STANDARD .*SSUMPTIONS
At the outset, let us clarify the basic set-up in dl assump
tions:

and, if Wz(s) has jw-axis poles, there exists a full column
. for which
rank T

with A,, precisely capturing the eigenvalues of A, on the
jw-axis. Apart from these eigenvalues, all other eigenvalues of A, are in a ( s ) < 0.

h

u

Figure 1: Equivalent Open-loop Interconnections

AO' The physical plant PO(s)is defined by

and G(s), the plant with attached input and output
weightings, and originally specified in (1) is

The weightings W,(s) and W,(s) are a s specified in
(2) through ( 5 ) , with no poles in 92s > 0, and with
A,, and A,, capturing all jw-axis poles of Ww(s)
and W, (s).
NOWfor the standard problems (see, e.g. 16, 7, 8]), we
have

A1 The matrices Dlz and Dzl are of full column rank
and full row rank, respectively.

u
Figure 2: Closed-loop Interconnection

4 2 (A,Bz) is stabilizable and (Cz,A) is detectable.

A3 GIZ = (A,B2,Cl, Dl2) and Gzl = (A, BI, C2,Dzl)
have no jw-axis invariant zeros.

In view of t h e structure depicted in Fig. 1,it is evident
that no state of W, is controllable from u, i.e. (A,Bz)
d not be controllable. If A, is not e m.~ -.
t v ,~ . -, will
not be stabilizable. similar6: no state of W, is obsenable from y, and if Apr is not empty, then (Cz,A) is not
detectable. T h u it would be appear that key assumptions
of the s t a n d a d theory of 31, control are violated. Herein
of course lies the crux of the problem.
Because the weighting functions are not part of the
closed-loop system which involves the physical plant and
prospective controller (which is connected as shown in

We conclude that A1 guarantees t h e existence of matrices Df2, %,
a ~ l dD& such that

[Diz] [DIZ
D:Z

[(&I

(~h).]= I.

I

DA = I.

.<[so, without loss of generality, one can assume

(84

(8b)

We shall retain assumption A1 in our work.
As already indicated, the key point of this paper is to
rary assumption A2 and, consequently, A3. The general
way this should be done is hinted at in the last section.
Let us make this more precise here. In the Light of assumption AO', it is reasonable to replace A2 by

A3' If A,, is r x r ? there &st precisely r invariant purely
ima$nary zeros of Glz = (AIB2, CI, D12), characterized by a rank r matrix V satisfying (10). If Ap.
is s x s , there exist precisely s invariant purely imaginary zeros of Gzl = (A,Bl,Cz,Dzl), characterized
by a rank s matrix U satisiylng (11).
4

QUASI-STABILIZING SOLUTION O F RICCAT1 E Q U A T I O N

A quasi-stabilizing solution of a Riccati equation plays
a cruaal role in this paper. Accordingly, we shall give

([D : ~ C ~ C i 1, [&;,

here its definition and properties before stating the msin
result of this paper.
Let us consider a Riccati equation in the form

jO])
detectable;

At least one of A, and A, has one or more jw-axis
eigenvalues, and the set of such eigendues are also eigend u e s of Apw andlor Apr as in (3) and (5). where T, and
T, are full column rank matrices. The failure of A2 is of
course limited t o the jw-axis poles of W,(s) and W,(s).
We also need to adjust A3, if the problem is to have
any chance of being solved. The motivation for the argument is as follows. If the Main Problem can be solved,
it is dearly necessary that the closed-loop transfer function from w t o z, call it G,,(s), have no pole on the
jw-axis. Reference to Figure 2 shows that if W,(s) has a
jw-axis pole, there must be a canceling zero in the t a n s fer function matrix from the output of W,(s) to z, i.e.
an unobservable mode.
if W,(s) has a jw-axis
pole, there will have to be an uncontrollable mode. In
the following lemma, we identify these modes and multiplicities, and subsequently relate them to invariant zeros
bf G~z(S)and GZI(~). L e m m a 3. A d o ~ assum~tions
t
AO'. A1 and A2'. Let
K ( s ) be any essen^tially sta&ing controller such that
also G,,(s) E RZ,. Then ifAp, is + x r, there exists a
full column rank matrix V of r columns for which

If Apr is s x S, there exists a full row rank matrix U of s
rows for which

The following is due to 191:
L e m m a 4. Let Glz = (A, Bz, CI, D12) be any tad
transfer function with Dlz of frill column rank. Then
the i n m ' a n t zeros of GIz coincide with the unobser~ble
modes of ( D h C l , A - B ~ D ~ ~ Cwhere
I ) , D h and Dl2 are
defined in accordance with (8a).
Let Gzl = (A,B1, C2, Dzl) be any fat transfer function m'th Dzl of fulI row rank. Then the invariant zeros of G2l coincide with the uncontrollable modes of
),
D& and D:, are defined
(A- B I D ~ , C ~ , B ~ D &where
in accordance with (8b).
Together, Lemmas 3 and 4 show that jw-axis poles in
the input weighting function force some jw-axis invariant zeros into Glz(s). Consequently, assumption A3 can
no longer hold. Instead, we replace it by a minimal relaxation, permitting these but no other jw-axis invariant
zeros:

where A and R = RT are n x n real matrices and C is a
real matrix of compatible dimension (We do not impose
sign-definiteness on R). A symmetric matrix X which
satisfies (12) is called a s t a b i i i g (resp. strong) solution
if A + RX has ail eigenvalues in 32s < 0 (resp. E s 5 0).
A quasi-stabiing solution is a kind of strong solution
that has a particular null space structure together with a
certain stabilizing property. The precise statement is as
follows:
Deftrition 5. Suppose (C, A) has T j ~ - unobsenr~ s
able modes, counting multiplicity. Then there &ts a n
n x r fnlI column rank matrix V such that

with all eigenvalues of Ap on the imaginary&. A strong
solution X to (12) is called quasi-stabilizing if it satisfies
the following two conditions:
1. XV = 0, and
2. A + RX has all eigenvalues in 22 s < 0, except those
that are eigenvalues of Ap.
Wecan also define a quasi-stabilizing solution to a Riccati equation in the form

Because modifications t o the definition are quite obvious,
details are left t o the reader.
In order t o make clear the stmctural properties of a
quasi-stabilizing solution, let us consider the following coordinate change matrix:

where V is a full column rank matrix satisfying (13), and
Vz is an a r b i t r q matrix that makes S square and nonsingular. By virtue of (13), we can write

for some A12, A22 and C12. Write the transformedversion
of R conformably as

Let X be a quasi-stabilizing solution t o (12). It is clear
from the definitional requirement XV = 0 that

6

for some symmetric Xzz. Substituting (16)-(18) into (12)
yields a reduced-order Riccati equation

+

+

AZzXzz + XZZAZZXZZRZZXZZCZCIZ = 0.
(19)
By the definition of a quasi-stabiiing solution, Azz
RzzXzz must be stable since

+

Conversely, if (19) has a s t a b i i g solution Xzz, and if
we define X via (18), then X is clearly a quasi-stabilizing
solution of (12). Hence, we have proved the following
theorem:
T h e o r e m 6. Consider a coordinate change matrix S
as defined in (15), where A, C, V and A, are as in Definition 5. Then equation (12) admits a quasi-stabilizing
solution X if and only if (19) admits a stabilizingsolution
Xzz. Moreover, (18) gives the correspondence between X
and Xzz.
Although S is not unique, it is not hard t o chedc that
the non-uniqueness is inessential t o establishing uniqueness of X (see [lo]).
5

MAIN RESULT

The main result follows closely the result for the standard
problem. We simply use the adjusted assumptions, and
the concept of q u a s i - s t a b i g solutions.
T h e o r e m 7. Consider a physical plant PO(s),with
realization asin (6), in conjunction with input and output
weightings W,(s) and W,(s) with minimal realizations
as in (2) and (4), and consider G(s) as in (I) and (7).
Adopt assumptionsA0: Al, A2'andA3'. Then the Main
Problem is solvable if and only if the following equations
admit nonnegative quasi-stabilizing solutions X , Y m'th
p(XY) < 1, p(.) being the spectral radius:

NEMERICAL ISSUES

It is well known that strong solutions of Riccati equations are hard to compute in a numerically stable way.
Because the quasi-stabilizing solutions appearing in the
previous sections x e a type of strong solution, the problem arises of how to compute them in a numerically stable
way. To circumvent this d i c u l t y , we exploit the particular n d and stabilizing structure of the quasi-stabilizing
solutions; one possible method is to use reduced-order
Riccati equations such as (19). In this section, we shall
give more details of this method.
The following is a procedure for computing the quasistabilizing solutions to (21) and (22):
Step 1. Normalize Dl2 and Dzl so that (9) is satisfied,
and compute D k and D& satisiymg (8a) and (Sb).
This step may be carried out using singular value
decompositions of Dlz and Dzl.
Step 2. Find the basis matrices U and V as stated in
Lemma 3, and seek Ul and & so that

become square and orthogonal. Here orthogonality
is required for numerical reasons. This step may be
achieved using (real) Schur decompositions of A BzDTzCi and A - B1DF1Cz (Recall that D$ = D s
and that Dl1 = D g owing t o (9)). This step is not
hard because we can usually speafy Apw and A?. in
advance.
Step 3. Using the coordinate change matrices S and T,
compute the matrices Azz, Ciz, BIZ,Bzz, A!,, BII,
CII and Czl through the definitions:

, set of all controllers
Assuming such matrices e ~ t the
solving the Main Problem is given by
K(s) = f i ( M ( s ) , N(s)),
where

N(s) E

BE,,

(23)

[q'].

T B ~ D=
:~

Here all the quantities on the right-hand side are defined

. by

where i
l : = I- YX.
Remark 8. The formula for K ( s ) is identical with
that appearing in the standard problems, see, e.g. [6, 7,
81.

The partition of the matrices above is made in accordance with that of S and T.
Step 4. Compute the nonnegative, s t a b i i n g solutions
Xzz and Y11 to the following reduced-order Riccati
equations:

Recall that (21) and (22) admit nonnegative, quasistabilizina
- solutions if and only- if (33)
~, and (34)
~, have
nonnegative, stabilizing solutions, and that these stabilizing solutions are computable by standard methods.
Step 5. Let Xz2 and Ylt be nonnegative, stabiiing solutions to (33) and (34), respectively. Then

are nonnegative, quasi-stabilizing solutions to (21)
and (22), respectively. Finally, check the spectral
radius condition p(XY) < 1. Note that, in general, the condition p(X22KI) < 1 does not imply
that p(XY) < 1 even if the product X22Y11 is welldefined.
Note that each of the steps above is carried out by using standard matrix computation routines, and thus the
procedure above can easily be implemented.
Remark 9. To conclude this section, we remark that,
for some cases, the use of weighting functions with jw-axis
poles does not necessarily guarantee that all controllers
that (24) yields contain the same jw-axis poles that the
weighting functions have. There may be an H, controller
having no j w - d s poles in common with a weighting function used even if it bas an jw-asis pole. In fact, such a
case is found in [Ill. Sufficient conditions for preclnding
the case were given in [lo] and are as follows:
(A - B Z D ~ ~ C I=
) VVA,,

C2V = 0,

where U and V are as defined in Lemma3. We note that,
in contrast to [lo], these conditions have not been used
in the course of our development of the theory (see [5]).
7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have treated a design method of H
',
controllers which contain jw-axis poles at specified points.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the controllers to
exist were obtained which guarantee dosed-loop stabiity

of the physical system and controller as well as achieving
an Km-norm constraint, and the set of all feasible controllers were characterized. A computational approach to
the design method was also indicated.
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